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Mythological Paradigms in the Greek Novels

FRANÇOISE LÉTOUBLON
UNIVERSITY OF GRENOBLE

As a specialist in Homer, I have been interested in the textual links of the Greek novels, and particularly with Greek myths from the archaic period to the Hellenistic and Roman times. The important book published in 2004 by Edmund Cueva on The Myths of Fiction: Studies in the Canonical Greek Novels, far from exhausting the matter, renewed our interest in this field. The main idea in my paper derives from Malcolm Willcock’s seminal articles on mythological paradigms in Homer (Willcock 1964; 1977). Reading the Greek novels, I felt they might show parallels with the argumentative use of myth as a paradigm in the Homeric cases of Meleager and Niobe, but this impression remained confused until a more precise research could begin. The clearer instances take place in Daphnis and Chloe, with interesting parallels in Leucippe and Cleitophon.

Myth and Paradigm in Daphnis and Chloe

Each of the three first books of Daphnis and Chloe contains an example of such a passage.

As we will see, they are composed in a similar way, so that it could be called a ‘formulaic style’ in the Homeric manner: an oral narration concerning a young maiden is told to Chloe by Daphnis – in one case the tale is told by another character, whereas Daphnis and Chloe both mime the adventure they listen to. The young girl is in each case pursued by Pan, whom she does not want at all to love – those maidens are actually reluctant to respond to any kind of love and they prefer to disappear or to lose their human nature in a metamorphosis into an animal or a plant.

The constant presence of the apostrophe in the vocative (παρθ/υνος, παρθ/υνε, in the first case, о κόρη in the third one) and the high frequency of elements of comparison to Chloe (ο/υτω καλ/υ) indicate the status of paradigms: they are given as models for the young girl, who must learn a lesson through them.

The first example concerns a bird, φάττα as a common name (‘wood-pigeon’); under this same name, Φάττα existed first as a nymph as well as a young shepherd and musician. This example also entails, in a very allusive manner, an inserted tale within a tale concerning a tree, who was herself once a young nymph called Pitys (the very name of the pinetree in Greek). Pitys rejected Pan’s erotic impulses and was metamorphosed into the pinetree. We read explicitly that Phatta, crowned with pinetree branches, was singing Pan and Pitys.

So the story of Daphnis and Chloe contains tales of several Nymphs who were the victims of the same dangerous god, and if we admit that the first instance of the device – Pitys behind and before Phatta – is a model for the other ones, those tales seem to include many similar stories, as if the fate of young girls eternally recurs with the terrible danger of being raped by this quasi-animal god. All of those girls can escape, but at the price of becoming part of the actual surroundings of Lesbos (the lo-

1 I would like to thank C. Eades and J. Hallett for their help, Stephen Rojcewicz for his careful revision of my English, and the organizers of RICAN 5 for their invitation. I am grateful for the many comments made by the audience in Rethymnon. I am responsible for any remaining errors.


3 See the introduction by Pattoni 2005, 104, 112-116.

4 As a common feature in most of the Ovidian metamorphoses.

5 Chloe is herself crowned with pine-tree branches in 1,23,3: commemorating Pitys’ story, it could be a symbol of virginity. In the end of the Novel, Pan will stay facing a pine-tree (4,39,2 τον Πανί δέ έδοσεν αντί της πίτυος οδικίου…).

6 On the importance of Pitys, see Morgan 2004, 172.
cation for the story of *Daphnis and Chloe*). These maidens become: singing birds, trees that lightly move with the wind and offer their green leaves for crowning the hair of the maids, a musical instrument, and the phenomenon of the echo.

The case of Phatta and Pitys shows a tale within the tale, with a strong effect of mirroring the larger story we are reading; it recalls some of the devices of composition used in the *Odyssey*, and attested in some of the Platonic dialogues. The tale begins because the bird is heard singing and this song is so charming that Chloe wants to learn about it: the didactic role of the explanation is stressed in advance, before the narrator quotes Daphnis’ words: 1,27 ‘a wood pigeon pleased them by singing a pastoral song from the wood. When Chloe wanted to know what its song meant, Daphnis taught her, telling her a story that had often been told.’

The first words uttered in Daphnis’ discourse show the emphasis put on the comparison between Chloe and the former nymph: both are *parthenoi*, both are beautiful and they similarly care for cattle. Note that as in the frame narrative of Daphnis and Chloe, Phatta’s cattle are supposed to appreciate her songs, so that the cows do not need to be pushed or prodded with a goad: ‘She was a beautiful singer too, and her cows enjoyed her singing.’

Then comes the mention of the subject of her song, Pan and Pitys, with the phrase cited above, ‘sitting under a pine and garlanded with pine, she sang the story of Pan and Pitys, and the cows stayed close to her voice.’ Phatta’s story is actually linked neither to Pan nor to love, but to a competition with a boy who was both a shepherd and singer like her: they entered in rivalry, and his voice drew eight of her cows to his own cattle. Desperate by her defeat and loss, Phatta asked the gods to be metamorphosed into a bird (‘the girl was distressed at the loss of her herd and at her defeat as a singer, and prayed to the gods to turn her into a bird before she arrived home’), and they fulfilled her prayer. We suggest that the content of the tale told by Phatta might be almost subliminally quite as important as the nice and sweet competition tale told by Daphnis.

The second occurrence of a myth told inside the narrative, in book 2, is more developed and amplified by the addition of a mimetic dance. It is first narrated by Lamon, Daphnis’ adoptive father; then it is played on the syrinx while Daphnis and Chloe dance and mime the story sung. It concerns a nymph called Syrinx and the same god Pan who tried to rape Pitys in Phatta’s tale; it is an aetiological tale for the invention of the music instrument which is essential for the young lovers throughout the tale. 2,34-37.

Let us note in the first line, παρθένος καλή and ήδεν as a kind of echo of the former passage; but the continuation τὴν φωνὴν μουσικὴν shows that Syrinx, when she was a young and beautiful girl, was already related to the Muses, more than simply gifted for singing; this gift for music draw Pan to her, and he proposed a bargain concerning her love. She just laughed at this proposal (‘But she laughed at his love and said that she’d never accept as a lover a creature who wasn’t completely goat or completely man’) with a pun on his half-animal nature that must have been very hurtful for him. He tried to rape her, so she ran away (‘Pan started to chase her, intending to use violence’) and hid herself in the bulrushes, disappearing into a marsh. Pan, disappointed in his erotic hopes – as it seems to happen constantly: we actually do not know many successes in his enterprises in Greek literature... – cut the bulrushes in his anger, but did not find her, and he invented the instrument to play music with them. The end of 2,34 is then devoted to the technical character of the syrinx, with its unequal pipes, that symbolize their unequal relation. 

---

7 See Létoubion 1983.
8 All translations are from Reardon’s *Collected Ancient Greek Novels* (1989).
9 Therefore it reminds of several mythological tales told in Ovid’s *Metamorphoses*, like Athena and Arachne, Apollo and Marsyas. Antoninus Liberalis tells an interesting version of Aedon and her sister Chelidon, where Aedon enters a competition in technical work with her husband Polytechnos. See also Athena and Pallas in Apollodorus. 10 In the wake of my former study (n.6), this reduplication could be one of the devices of a reflective text, like tale in the tale in the case of Phatta singing Pitys.
11 2,34,1 άστι ή σύριξ τὸ ὀργανὸν οἷος ἤ ὀργανὸν ἄλλα παρθένος καλή καὶ τὴν φωνὴν μουσικὴν αἴγας ἔνεμεν, Νόμφας συνέκαλεν, ἤδεν οἷον νῦν.
12 Ch. Gill’s translation, in Reardon (ed.) 1989, does not take into account this important detail, as if he had a different text. In the parallel story told in Achilles Tatius, the inequality of the pipes receives still more emphasis, but no comparison to Pan’s relation with the nymph is expressed. It may thus be asked whether it comes from Longus’ own poetic invention.
The beginning of 2,35 is also striking because of the use of the literary lexical means. ‘Lamon had just finished his storytelling (τοῦ μυθολόγηματος, actually an hapax in the Novels),’ and Philetas was praising him for telling a story sweeter than any song (ὅς εἰπόντα μόθων ὁδῆς γλυκύτερον). The word μυθολόγημα well shows that the author was aware of the significance of this mythological narrative: as said above, the reflective dimension is essential. Philetas’ congratulations towards Lamon’s narrative quality go on in this vein, and show a kind of competition between telling a story and singing that reminds us of the prologue and its competition between the painting seen in a cave of the Nymphs and the desire to tell a similar story.

The story told by Lamon finds a kind of echo in the text, through Philetas’ playing the syrinx brought by Tityros. It is important that this syrinx seems to be the very instrument invented by Pan in the former paragraph: ‘You could have imagined it was the very instrument that Pan first put together.’ We meet here with one of the author’s remarks on the similarity between the ‘real’ world pointed to in the frame of the novel, the world Daphnis and Chloe are living in, and the other world of the tales told as mythoi. Is it possible that Philetas inherited Pan’s very syrinx? Anyhow, Philetas’ music seems to please the audience as far as it imitates the sounds of life: ‘he played music that fitted a herd of cows, music that suited a herd of goats, music that flocks of sheep would love.’

Furthermore, for a third time, Daphnis and Chloe begin to dance, miming the story heard, imitating Pan and Syrinx: 2,37 ‘Daphnis took the part of Pan, and Chloe the part of Syrinx. He begged and tried to talk her round; she smiled indifferently. He gave chase, running on tip-toe to give the impression of having hooves; she acted as if she were tired of running away.’

This passage emphasizes the mimetic pleasure, and suggests that dancing the pathos of Pan and Syrinx, along with music-playing, is the acme of the whole episode. The length of this three-fold passage heightens its importance in the whole story.

As we met instances of mythological paradigm in book one and two, we may anticipate another such narrative in book 3, the story about the nymph Echo and Pan, in 3,23. Though the whole passage is shorter than Syrinx’s myth, the introduction of the myth is more developed than in the former instances, with an allusion to other Nymphs; we still meet the apostrophic vocative (κόρε): ‘My dear girl, there is a great family of Nymphs: there are Nymphs of the Ash, Nymphs of the Oak, and Nymphs of the Meadow. All of them are beautiful, and all of them are sweet singers. One of them had a daughter called Echo, who was mortal because she had a mortal father, but was beautiful because she had a beautiful mother.’

This third item recalls the first one, though the comparison with Chloe’s beauty is not explicit there – we may think it goes without saying since it has been said initially about Phatta. Anyway Echo is also καλή, and as the daughter of a Nymph playing with the Muses, she has the same relation to music as Syrinx (‘She was brought up by the Nymphs, and taught by the Muses to play the pipes, the flute, the lyre and the cithara, and to sing songs of every kind. When she grew up and flowered into a lovely girl, she danced with the Nymphs and sung with the Muses’); the music instruments mentioned are lyra and kithara, usually linked in Greek culture to high genres, particularly epos. But the verbs συρίζειν and αὐλεῖν refer thereafter to both kinds of flute, the aule and syrinx, more common in bucolic poetry, as can be seen in Theocritus’ poetry. Does the use of συρίζειν suppose that the syrinx already exists as a music instrument, and therefore that the myth told in book 2 occurred before this one in book 3, in a kind of relative chronology of mythology?

Thereafter in this musical context comes crucial information: this nymph devoted herself to virginity, she absolutely avoided meeting males (ἄρρενας ἤδη ἔφευγε πάντας ... ‘But she shunned all males both human and divine, loving her virginity’). In the former instances, the character of Pan was not developed, it is more stressed here that he cannot stand this kind of despising: since he becomes.

---

13 The TLG gives about 50 instances of the word, the half of them in Byzantine Greek authors.
14 On the three tales, see Bowie 2009, particularly for this passage p.123. On the second myth of the series see Morgan 2004, 195-197. See later the remark on the birth of the so-called paragone because of a phrase recalling Simonides’ aphorism.
15 And it could be asked why there is none in book 4.
16 On the repetitions in Daphnis and Chloe as a device that could come from Homer, see Pattoni 2005, 104, 112-116, quoted above.
17 Létoublon 2005.
mad with this indifference, he strikes at her by making her cattle mad, which reminds us of Phatta’s losing eight of her cows, and, of course, the problems met by both Daphnis and Chloe with their own cattle: ‘Pan was angry with the girl, because of his jealousy of her musical artistry and because of his failure to enjoy her beauty’. The goddess Gê (Earth), who likes hearing her voice, lets her disappear entirely with her cattle, preserving her gift for imitating sounds heard, be it a voice, an instrument or an animal, with a pun on the word μέλος meaning both ‘songs’ and ‘limbs’: ‘As a favor to the Nymphs, Earth hid all her limbs and preserved their music; and by the will of the Muses, Earth has the power of speech and copies everything, just as the girl did then – gods, men, instruments, beasts.’

So echo, now a common name for a natural phenomenon, even imitates Pan playing panpipe, so that his own erotic desire grows, and he still pursues her: ‘and when he hears it, he jumps up and chases over the mountains. All he wants now is to know who his invisible pupil is.’

If we compare the version of the Echo-story told by Longus to that told by Ovid in the Metamorphoses we note several important differences: the character of Echo is not in love here, but she runs away from Pan’s dangerous love, actually from every male person: it seems that Pan is only the worst of them. No Narcissus here. Instead of being transformed into stone cliffs that produce the phenomenon of echo, Longus’ Echo merely disappears in the air or rather in the earth, which reminds us of Syrinx’s disappearing in the marsh. Pan’s disappointment may be interpreted as a symbol of the vanity of any physical desire, which cannot ever find full satisfaction. The common feature in these three myths where Pan plays a role, seems to be that the god, in his disappointed or deceived longing for a young girl, gives birth to a metamorphosis: Pitys into the pine-tree, Syrinx into the music instrument, and Echo into the natural phenomenon. This feature also appears, in a quasi systematic manner, in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, which could be explained by a general attitude of Greek myths towards the natural environment, and by Ovid’s borrowing from lost Greek models, as Cameron (2004) demonstrated.

Eros, a myth in a reflective tale

Apart from those characteristic paradigmatic myths, a long narrative with an officially didactic aim is told in book 2 by the old Philetas to both Daphnis and Chloe. The character himself is very interesting: his name might mean something like ‘Love’, but above all, he recalls a famous Greek bucolic poet, who was probably the protos heurêtes of the genre, prior to Theocritus. Since the god Eros plays an important role in the frame narrative, the inserted tale takes on a crucial reflective value.

As in the short Hellenistic epigrams, Eros’ effects are first described without a revelation of his identity, until Philetas explains that he saw his attributes (bow and arrows, wings) and eventually calls him by his name, with a very characteristic (and poetic) anaphora (2,6 f.). I still want to stress the paradigmatic value of the tale: Philetas was in love with Amaryllis (like Daphnis and Chloe now), he endured the same symptoms of illness, cold and heat, as Daphnis and Chloe are now enduring, after Sappho’s well-known model: ‘I was young myself once and fell in love with Amaryllis. I forgot to eat; I didn’t drink; I couldn’t sleep. My soul was in pain; my heart pounded; my body was frozen (centaje την ψυχήν, το σῶμα ἐνυψημένον). I cried out as though being his; I was silent as though dying; I plunged in rivers as though on fire (ός παίμενος, … óς νεκρομένος, … óς καόμενος).’

And in a very interesting manner, Philetas even tells that he then called on Pan for help, because he is a male, in a different situation from the Nymphs of the three other myths; but notice that in the novel, Pan plays a protective role as well for Chloe: it may be supposed that the musical activities he practised and even invented through his mythical misadventures in the past has in some way appeased his libido): the sentence anyway contains a clear allusion to Pan’s love for Pitys, confirming our analysis of the myth of Pitys within the mythological tale about Phatta in book 1: ‘I called on Pan to

---

19 On this whole passage, and its didactic aspect, see Morgan 2004, 179-185. See first Philetas’ words: ‘Ἡκο δὲ ἥμην ὀσιὰ εἶδον μυϊόνων, ... ἴχνεος δὲ ὁ διὰ τῆς τοιαύτης ἱδρον καινούργιος, πρότερον δὲ ἴχνεος. ... The theme of teaching and learning recurs in Daphnis and Chloe see about Lycaenion 3,17,2; 3,19,1. 
help me, since he himself had been in love with Pitys. I praised Echo for calling after me the name of Amaryllis.’ In other words, he came to ‘sublimate’ his erotic impulses.

The most important mythical figure in Philetas’ discourse is of course Eros, particularly through his description in the garden in the typical ideal manner analyzed by Curtius. The young boy is described only from outside, with comparisons (‘His skin was white like milk, and his hair was reddish-gold like fire, ... sometimes hiding under the poppies like a young partridge’), with anaphorical adjectives (γυμνός ἄν, μόνος ἄν ‘naked, alone’) and with action verbs (ἐπαύειν ... ὑπέφευγε, ἔβαλλε με τοῖς μέρτοις ... ἔθελεν). That he is an enigma is repeated by Philetas himself (‘... but this was something tricky and impossible to catch’, ἀλλὰ τοῦτο παμπλόν τι χρῆμα ἄν καὶ ἀθώριαν), and by Eros as an answer to the question asked by Philetas: ‘And I’m hard to catch, even for a hawk and an eagle and any bird faster than these. I’m not really a boy, even though I look like one, but I’m even older than Cronus and the whole of time itself. I’ve known you when, as a lusty young man, you used to graze your large herd of cows on that mountain there, and I’ve been with you while you played the pipes beside those oaks when you were in love with Amaryllis. But you didn’t see me, although I was standing very close to the girl.’) The boy does not tell Philetas his name, but reveals that he is now the shepherd (ποιμήν) of Daphnis and Chloe as he was his once, when he was a youth in love with Amaryllis21 (‘Well, I gave her to you, and now you have sons who are good cowherds and farmers. At the moment, Daphnis and Chloe are the flock I am looking after.’). Thereafter only Philetas tells how the young boy fled away with his bow and arrows: 2,6 ‘He said this and then hopped like a young nightingale into the myrtles ... I saw wings growing from his shoulders and a little bow between his wings, and then I saw neither them nor him.’

At the very end of his narrative, Philetas unveils the name of this enigmatic (at least for the young pupils he is teaching) paidion, and there with a repetition and a poetical rhythm very typical of Longus’ style: ἔρωτι, ὁ παιδίς, κατέσπερε καὶ ἔρωτι ὑμῶν μέλει. ‘you are consecrated to Love, my children, and Love is looking after you.’ Philetas still goes on, stressing more and more Eros’ powers, that he deems stronger than Zeus’ himself: ‘Love is a god, my children; he is young, beautiful, and winged; ... Zeus has not so much power as he has: he rules the elements; he rules the stars; he rules his fellow gods....’

This specific claim made by Philetas, though rather common in Greek literature, seems to me interesting for explaining the importance of Eros in the novel, in itself a kind of landmark for the whole genre.22 Though the novel is not recognized as such in critical works until the European Renaissance, the authors themselves seem to point to their work with the plural neuter ἔρωτικά or the paraphrases such as ἔρωτικος πάθη ‘Love stories’.23 Philetas’ narrative thus appears a very exemplar for the whole genre, at least for the sub-genre characterized as ‘idealistic’. Furthermore, this claim meets with a parallel in the beginning of Leucippe and Clitophon: in the famous ekphrasis of a painting showing the Rape of Europa seen in the shrine of Astarte in Sidon, 1,2: ‘Though the entire painting was worthy of admiration, I devoted my special attention to this figure of Eros leading the bull, for I have long been fascinated by passion, and I exclaimed, ‘to think that a child can have such power over heaven and earth and sea.’’

This coincidence leads us to examine Leucippe and Clitophon for myths used as paradigms.

Parallels and differences in Leucippe and Clitophon

Book 1 of Leucippe and Clitophon contains an interesting parallel to the mythological paradigms in Daphnis and Chloe: the same kind of oral narrative, the same claim to teaching, and particularly the young girl, here Leucippe; instead of putting on the stage one and the same narrator, be it Daphnis for

---

21 The girl loved by Philetas was called Amaryllis, which reminds us of the best known of Virgil’s Eclogues. Daphnis and Chloe also features a Tityros, who faces us with the same issue. Some critics thought that Longus read Virgil, but the coincidence might be explained by a same Greek source for both of them. Theocritus’ remaining poetry provides several parallels for both authors. See Morgan 2004, 183.

22 On the genre of the novel, see Selden 1994, Goldhill 2008 with earlier references.

23 See Chariton 1,1, πάθος ἔρωτικόν, cf. 3,2,6, Longus 1,1,2 ἔρωτικά, 1,1,6 τύχην ἔρωτικήν; Heliodorus 2,25,2 πάθος ἔρωτικόν, 6,5,4 τῷ ἔρωτον πάθη, 7,15,3 εἰς ἔρωτικόν πάθος; Achilles Tatius 1,2,3 μύθοιν ἔρωτικον.
Chloe or Philetas for both of the characters, the brilliant Achilles Tatius distributes the role of narrating several myths following each other to two boys in dialogue, with a play on the roles of the addressee: in 1,16-18 both Satyros and Cithophon speak as if they would address each other, while both of them actually speak for Leucippe,24 who is wandering in the paradisos with Clio: he takes first the opportunity (λαβον την εικασιαν) of the peacock parade for a development of the theme of a show staged by the male for enticing the female. Thus the character appears as organizing the play, as a theater director,25 who drives the girl’s eyes towards a stage so that he can better succeed in his own aim. He portrays the peacock as an actor in a theater (‘the peacock, who at this very moment ... spread his beautiful tail and showed the amphitheater of his feathers’), and turns the attention towards the bird’s tactic (‘He does this by design’, I said, ‘for he is a lover. He uses his gorgeous resources thus when he wishes to arouse his mistress.’). Cithophon’s own strategy is modeled on this love parade, but the girl is too young and naïve for such a distant reflection.

Satyros, Cithophon’s servant and accomplice, begins to speak with the same argumentative target (‘understanding the reason for my speech’), and the dialogue develops four examples that refer to the biological and mythological tradition: the Magnetic stone, the palm tree called phoenix, the ‘sea-crossing’ (διαπόντιος) myth of the male river Alpheios and the female spring Arethusa, and the viper and murena. We shall come back later to the second example; let us now stress the argumentative intention of Satyros’ narrative, in continuity of Cithophon’s one. Cithophon’s words were intended to turn Leucippe towards love, or at least to prepare (παρασκευασαι) her to look at him and admire him like the female bird who looks at the peacock’s parade. In a similar spirit, the examples show how strong love is: Satyros’ question puts Eros in the first plane of the discussion, so that the stone, the palm tree, the river and spring, and the reptiles all appear as instances of love in the domains of nature:

- the peacock, above: ἄρωτικός;
- the stones: 1,17,2 ἐρήμη, ἐρωτικὸν ... πῦρ, ἐρώτης λίθου, ἐρωμένου σιδήρου;
- the palm tree: 1,17,3 ἐράν, τὸν ἔρωτα, ἔραν, ὁ ἐραστής, τὸ ἐρωμένον, τῆς ἐρωμένης συμπλοκή;
- Alpheios and Arethusa: 1,18,1 ἐρωμένην, 2 ἐραστήν, ἐρωμένην;
- the reptiles: 1,18,3 ἄλλο ἔρωτος μυστήριον, ἐραστής, ἐρωμένη,26 ἐραστής, ἐραστήη.

The love strategy is very deliberate, since after the end of this discourse, Cithophon, looking at Leucippe’s face, sees her as a beautiful flower meadow, and complacently describes it, but comes with Satyros to the progress of his affair and the success of the dialogue they held (1,19,3), accurately using the word mythologia.27 The strategy continues at the beginning of book 2, when Cithophon and Satyros both enter the girl’s room; Cithophon cannot help looking at her, even for a while (2,1,1). The myth of the origin of the wine (2,2) has a more decorative function, which might help us to understand the use of myths as a paradigm is: the characters tell them with a demonstrative intention, they want the myth to provoke an echo in life.

Myths also appear in paintings, at first sight with a decorative function, in the wake of the ekphrastic mania in the time of ‘Second Sophistic’:28

- Europa and Zeus as a bull, as the opening of the novel (1,1,2-13, ending with the detail of the description of Eros as a winged child driving the bull, just before the character exclaims as quoted above: ‘And Eros was leading the bull: Eros, a tiny child, with wings spread, quiver dæling, torch in hand. He had turned to look at Zeus with a sly smile, as if in mockery that he had, for Love’s sake, become a bull’).
- Andromeda and Perseus in parallel and visual symmetry with Prometheus and Heracles.

24 1,16 Cithophon and Satyros here play roles, see Létoubion 1993, 154-155 on other ‘ritual idioms’ of the lovers.
25 On the use of theater terminology in the novel, the study published by Walden in 1894 on Heliodorus may be extended: see Crismani 1997.
26 Note the figure of chiasmus in this sentence: ὁ μὲν ἡρωϊκὴς ἐραστῆς, ἢ ἔρωμεν ηγεσιότητος. The rhetoric seems to join together both of the lovers, whereas their origins (continent/island) oppose them.
27 1,194 Ἐαυτοὺς μὲν ἐπηγόμενη εὖ τε καὶ ὁ Σάτυρος, ἐγὼ μὲν ἐμαυτὸν τῆς μυθολογίας, ὁ δὲ ὦτοι μοι τὰς ἀφορμὰς παράσχεν.
28 See Bartsch 1989 on ekphraseis in Achilles Tatius and Heliodorus.
– Tereus, the lark and the nightingale, 5,3,4-8 and 5,5,2-9. This instance may appear as a paradigm because it begins as a confirmation of the wonder just seen by the characters and the question of intelligibility: ‘O Zeus, what are you trying to tell us by this sign? If you have really given us this bird as a warning, please send your message again in a still more perspicuous sign. Then, turning around, I happened to face an artist’s studio and saw a painting on display whose allusions could but confirm the ominous bird. It showed the rape of Philomela, Tereus attacking her, her tongue cut out. The plot of the drama was there in every detail – the robe, Tereus, the banquet. A maid was holding the unfolded robe; Philomela stood beside her and pointed to the pictures she had woven’.

As if the narrator was not sure that the reader understood the meaning of the myth, the question of the interpretation is asked twice, the first time by Clitophon who directly addresses the supreme god, and receives as an answer the sight of the painting exhibited in a painter workshop; the second time by Leucippe for the sake of a general taste by women for listening to fables (5,5,1 φιλόμυθον). So the text says twice that a meaning is required; this requirement could be extended to other cases, and maybe to the whole of Greek myths, and to the origin of mythology in the fundamental issues addressed by mankind. If the narrative asks questions through telling and showing a myth, such as the story of the Thracian Tereus and the Pandareids, no explanation is given: the myth seems to stand as a question for itself. So, if we follow Achilles Tatius on this trail, we could conclude that the myths do not explain anything, but instead pose questions, they help men in their thinking. We might take in earnest the use by Menelas of the word σύμβολον: an event or an object which refers to another event or object, the real world pointing to another world. Myths are crucial in the search for meaning, they do not necessarily spell out that meaning.

The second commentary on the painting by Clitophon is in my opinion the most interesting, as it stresses the role of Philomela’s tongue, giving in Greek an equivalent to the Ovidian version of this story: 5,5,4 τὴν γλῶτταν τῆς Φιλομήλας φοβεῖται, καὶ ἐναὶ τῶν γάμων αὐτῆς δίδωσι μηκέτι λαλέιν ... ἡ γὰρ Φιλομήλας τέχνη συμπώσσαν εὑρῆκε φωνὴν. swers aρὰ πέλον ἄγγελον ... καὶ μυθιστὰ τὴν γλῶτταν ἥ χείρ, καὶ Πρόκλης τοῖς ὀφθαλμοῖς τὰ τῶν ὠτων μηνύει καὶ πρὸς αὐτὴν ἀπὸ τῇ κερκίδι λαλεῖ. ‘He feared Philomela’s tongue, and his wedding present to her was the gift of silence. He snipped off the blossom of her voice. But even this was ineffectual, for Philomela’s skill discovered voiceless speech. She wove, you see, a robe as messenger, and she threaded the drama into her embroidery, hand imitating tongue; she conveyed the ear’s message to Prokne’s eyes, telling her what she suffered by means of her shuttle.’

The text probably keeps in memory the famous aphorism on painting and poetry by Simonides, and plays on the paradox of speaking vs. silence; τῇ κερκίδι λαλεῖ ‘she talks with her shuttle’ also recalls the fragment of Sophocles’ Tereus known through the quotation in Aristotle’s Poetics: it appears as a passage very deeply charged with bookishness and literary knowledge. Of course, Achilles Tatius did not intend to show how learned his hero was. He rather wants the learned reader to recognize those signs and have a kind of smile of connivance. Moreover, the repetition of questions on the sense of the myth and its image and the stylistic emphasis all point to the importance of this bloody story. It is not a paradigm, but this myth announces deeds to come: during the following night, Leucippe is raped by brigands and at this sight, Clitophon throws himself on the brigands’ swords, receives an injury, and despite all his body injuries, wants to be on the boat on which the stratēgos has been pursuing them.

---

29 On this peculiar ekphrasis, see the fine analysis by Dubel 2006.
30 Asking for meaning of the myth as expressed by Leucippe, 5,5,1: ‘Τί βούλεσται τῆς εἰκόνος ὁ μύθος; … ’ ‘What does this picture mean? In the story, who are these birds, and the women, and that awful man?’
31 5,4,1 (Menelaus is speaking): ‘You see these two unfavorable sings: the bird’s aggressive wing and the threat implicit in this painting. Interpreters of signs tell us to consider the story of any painting we chance to see as we set out on business.’
32 Plut. De gloria Athen., Mor. 88,347, the main ancient source whence the so-called paragone derived. See also id. Qua-modo adolescentis poetas audire debeat, Mor. 68,18.
33 Κερκίδος φωνῆ, Arist., Poet. 16,1454b 36. Garnaud 1991 recognized this quotation (n. ad loc.), but he apparently did not see the allusion to Simonides’ aphorism.
34 See also the images of the Erinyes cooking (5,5,8) and the rhetorical allure of the sentence, 5,5,7.
35 Thus he will see from his bed on the boat the girl’ head cut, the second apparent death episode of his beloved.
Moreover, two other events in the novel show myths playing a first-place role, since they act as a proof of virginity or faith, through an ordeal, as the account of their aetiology explains: first the myth of Syrinx, parallel to the story mimetically danced in *Daphnis and Chloe*, receives the charge of proving Leucippe’s virginity, 8,6,3-10. The mythological narrative takes place in Artemis’ shrine, in a sacred wood behind the temple, near the cave where the test will happen. The narrative is placed in the mouth of a priest, thus somehow sanctified. He first explains the shape of the syrinx hanging in the cave, with its unequal bulrushes that produces harmony: 8,6,5 ‘The reason (α/ύητον) for such a ranking is the distribution of notes (η της ἄρμονις διανομή)’. The parallel in *Daphnis and Chloe* is less technical, but explains this shape as a symbol of the unequal relation between Pan and the Nymph Syrinx. But the rush and pursuit of the girl by the amorous god and his eventual disappointment feature at the core of the myth: 8,6,7 ‘Pan pursued her in a race for love (δρομὸν ἐρωτικὸν); a thick wood received her in her flight. At that moment, Pan, who was right on her heels, reached out his hand to seize her. He thought he had caught her (ἐστεθηράκναι) and was holding her by the hair, but the tresses in his hand were reeds (καλάμων δὲ κόμην εἶχεν ἢ χείρ). They say that she sank into the earth and that the earth produced reeds in her place. Pan cut the reeds angitly for concealing the object of his desire’.

As in both cases of Syrinx and Echo in Longus’ narratives, the disappearin of the nymph expressed here by the perfect infinitive λελάσθαι (8,6,9 ‘he thought the maid had been slashed’), causes the metamorphosis of the bulrushes into the music instrument, as a substitute for a recall of the girl to life: the image of dismembering and reconstructing the body is very striking here (8,6,10 ‘Gathering up the severed bits of reed as if they were the limbs of her body and joining them together as a single body, he held in his hands the cut ends of the reeds and kissed them as if they were the maiden’s wounds. He groaned as he put his lover’s lips to them and so breathed into the flutes from above as he kissed them’); the music produced by flowing in the bulrushes becomes the metaphor of her respiration (‘His breath flowed through the narrow reed passages and made flutelike sounds: the syrinx had a voice’). The whole process indicates a replacement of the girl by the instrument, which Pan eventually kisses as if it were the girl’s face and mouth.

This very instrument, exhibited in the cave as an anathema to Artemis, is supposed to sing by itself, as if Pan himself was playing, if the girl entering is a virgin, whereas if a woman had lied about her virginity, this would provoke, not melodious music, but a horrible scream. Thus the syrinx is a proof of virginity. Leucippe is sure of being pure: though she encountered pirates, brigands and powerful men who were in eager to have sex with her, she escaped all those dangers, and Clitophon did not have any actual occasion for making love with her. The test of virginity mixes religion and right: the priest and the court cannot be distinguished.

The second aetiology of a test as a proof of virtue is another cave, called ‘Styx’s water’ (8,12,1), given as part of Clitophon’s narrative. It is intended to explain why Melite’s faithful claim is true or not, and the narrator plays with the reader’s sense of anticipation, delaying the report of the test to the following day (8,11,4). This gives the opportunity for the aetiology: a young girl called Rhodopis took part in Artemis’ hunting (8,12,1) and swore that she would never ‘undergo Aphrodite’s violence’ (8,12,3). In the same place of Ephesos, the young Euthynicos was also eager for hunting and swore he would never ‘know Aphrodite’ (Ἀφροδίτην ... εἰδόναι): as is usual in the novels (see for instance the thread of Xenophon’s *Ephesiaca* and the character of Habrocomes), the goddess could not stand such abhorrence of love, and she sent her son Eros against Rhodopis. Rhodopis killed a doe, but in the same time received Eros’ arrow in her heart. Rhodopis and Euthynicos then saw each other, immediately fell in love and betrayed their oath in this very cave. Seeing Aphrodite laughing at this treachery, Artemis changed the girl into water in the very place where she lost her virginity, and this cave is ‘now’ a test for truth-telling or lying concerning virginity.

Achilles Tatius is still playing with parallelisms: Rhodopis and Euthynicos both swore they would never fall in love, like Hippolytos in the most known Greek version of the devotion to Artemis, or like Callisto in Ovid’s *Metamorphoses*. Rhodopis here recalls Anthia in the *Ephesiaca*. But the agon be-

---

36 Numerous technical details are given in the text, that I leave aside here.
tween Artemis and Aphrodite is made unequal since Artemis is alone, while Aphrodite has with her her son Eros, armed with a bow like Rhodopis. On behalf of his mother, Eros drives an arrow against the girl whilst she aims her arrow towards an animal (a doe): both of the arrows touch the target, Rhodopis and Euthynicos make love in the cave, and Artemis changes the girl into the water of the spring; the text does not explain Euthynicos’ fate.

The symmetry of those narratives produces the successive moves of the court to both places where Leucippe first, and then Melite, are both proved innocent: 8,14, Leucippe in the cave produces the sweetest syrinx music ever heard, and Melite stays in the Styx water without any overflow. Of course, the reader know that Melite’s truth is not the whole truth, and that Clitophon also did not tell the whole truth about their relationship: he had slept with her, but they had sex only after Thersandros’ return, whereas Melite’s oath written on the tablet hanging on her neck claimed that she did not made love with him before her husband’s return.

These episodes serve as paradigms since both of the females involved show their characters to be modeled on the mythical one, but without its tragic ending. Like Syrinx, Leucippe escaped the dangerous desire of her would-be-rapists, but she did not disappear like her model. The use of sophistic makes the similarity between Rhodopis and Melite less convincing: Rhodopis, under Aphrodite’s and Eros’ influence, was unfaithful to her betrothed, and metamorphosed into water, she now has the charge of proving faithfulness or falsehood. Melite’s swearing is faithful only as far as the temporal restriction is taken into account. The test by water is formalistic, and accepts the reservation.

The parallels between Daphnis and Chloe on the one hand, and Leucippe and Clitophon on the other, are quite striking, particularly for the use of Syrinx’s myth. But though the use of myth is far more sophisticated in the second novel, the freshness of the first one and its deep intricacy in the symbolic intention of showing the sexual violence by Pan’s character on a young maiden is meaningful.

Let us come back to the presence in the text, between other narratives by Satyros and Clitophon, of the development on the Magnetic stone: in an article to appear, we show that this metaphor for love attested in tragedy, is developed in the Platonic theory of both love and of poetic inspiration. Here it gives a Platonic tone to the whole exchange.37

Among the uses of myth in the Novels, as in Homeric poetry, we saw several instances of myth as a paradigm for the young inexperienced heroes: these stories of old times may help instruct the youths how to behave in the awful events they have to face. From the explicit use as paradigm in Daphnis and Chloe and the parallel, but more sophisticated, mythical stories in Leucippe and Clitophon, it may be inferred that the use as paradigm, although not always the case, is frequent. Though both novels appear very different from each other in many features, the similarities are striking. The similarities could come from the awareness in both that things and beings in nature are the imitation of an other, and result from a metamorphosis,38 thus a cave, a tree or a bird, is not simply a cave, tree or bird, but a nymph is there in a mysterious way, and the whole world resonates with echoes of former living beings. The case of Echo could be taken as a symbol of this presence which make nature ‘full of gods’. It is particularly striking in the description of gardens and caves, where art imitates nature, but nature itself seems an imitation. Once more, Achilles Tatius is especially sophisticated on this point.39

I left Chariton aside, because in Chaireas and Callirhoe the examples of mythological paradigms did not appear as clearly as those in both Longus and Achilles Tatius. But it may be asked why this use was not met in Heliodorus’ Aethiopica for all the subtlety of this peculiar novel. The answer could be that this very subtlety surpasses the telling of myths as well as it does not need to use as many explicit metaphors as the other ideal novel. The metaphors of athleticism and of the magnetism of Love do underlie the text, but they do not need an explicit expression like those met in Chariton, Achilles Tatius or Longus. In the Aethiopica, the myth of Andromeda rescued by Perseus actually underlay the text, as the allusion to the painting in the royal bedroom of Persinna and Hydaspes in the linen band

37 The Platonic tone in Achilles may be due to a philosophical literacy that often appears in the novels, even in Xenophon of Ephesus, see Doulamis 2007, and more generally the whole of Morgan & Jones 2007. Platonic theories may have been transmitted through scholarship rather than a personal implication in philosophy, see for instance Alcinoos (Whittaker & Louis 1990).
38 See the beginning of the tale of Syrinx quoted above: Αὔτη ἡ σύριγξ τὸ ὄργανον οὐκ ἦν ὄργανον...
given by the queen with the child to Sisimithres, when deciphered by Calasiris, well attests. The painting comes to the fore in the dénouement, in book 10, when it is necessary for Charicleia to prove her ascendance through her striking resemblance with Andromeda on the painting, and the black ring on the white skin of her arm. The resemblance between Charicleia and the Andromeda of the myth on the painting well implies a relation of modeling, but Heliodorus does not need a narration for suggesting this very presence.

Novels show how young characters imitate mythical models in their evolution from paides to teenagers and adults: the novel puts on stage the rite de passage, as Dowden (1999), following Van Gennep, has shown. But Pan himself seems to transform himself, up from an erotic maniac to a peaceful protector: the association of Pan, the Nymphs and Eros as protecting gods for Daphnis and Chloe is striking, especially at the conclusion: 4,36,39 ἀμφοτέρων ἐμέλησε Παν καὶ Νύμφας καὶ Ἑρωτῆ. Eros is called Daphnis’ and Chloe’s shepherd (poimen) in the garden of Philetas, but the whole Trinity constituted by Pan, Eros and the Nymphs may be called thus. We have tried to show the importance of imitation, mimesis, in the link towards Platonic ideas between the tale proper and the myths told in the tale within the tale. Achilles Tatius, with some allusions such as the Magnetic stone, confirms in a somehow pedantic way – pedantry is moderated by irony – the knowledge of philosophical literature. This magistral achievement is found in the Aethiopica, where the myths need no narrative to be deeply present in the voyage of the heroes towards their country. The Platonic atmosphere is constantly present in the drawing of their souls to each other, symbolized by their radiant beauty, as a reflection of their souls on their faces and bodies.
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Létoubion 1992; 1993, 134-136. Since Achilles Tatius has a detailed ekphrasis of an Andromeda delivered by Perseus, symmetrical to a Prometheus and Herakles, the comparison is striking: Tatius complacently describes Andromeda’ pallor, her almost blue skin at the extremities indicating she is almost dying. Heliodorus, in contrast to this taste for ekphrasis, seems to avoid it mostly, or even to delete the most characteristic ekphrases, awaited for by the readers. He is nevertheless a kind of virtuoso in this genre, when he wants to, like the description of Charicleia’s ring (Létoubion 1992).


